“I insist, sire, it was a typographical error.”

DEAR ELDER: {MASONRY}

Publication No. 695
Hoehn Research Library
P.O. Box 1270
Grand Forks, B.C.
CANADA V0H 1H0
AUGUST 14, 1933. THIS IS A "LAST WORD!" BEFORE THIS GOES TO PRESS. AND THAT "LAST WORD!" IS: As you read the following pages - can you see the PREDICTIONS of a TRAIN, "...going with the SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" EW 88,263.

THE MEANING BEING VERY CLEAR

"It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD - that there could not be ONE LEFT!" (Same.) WHAT WAS THE MAIN THING THAT EMPOWERED THAT TRAIN--??? EW 262 spells it RIGHT OUT!

**************************************************************************

IT IS "SPIRITUALISM!"

"THIS DELUSION WILL SPREAD, and "WE!" shall have to con-
tend with it - FACE TO FACE; and unless we are PREPARED for
it - we shall be "ENSNARED!" and "OVERCOME!" EW 262. So you may find the FOLLOWING PAGES - DRY - TOO LENGTHY - MONOTONOUS - but if you GRIND THROUGH IT - and as soon as you FINISH - TURN and START READING right from the START - ALL OVER AGAIN - !!! It will be almost a PHYSICAL SHOCK - !!! HOW CLEARLY it will unfold - the SECOND TIME! TRY IT! And God bless you as you do - it is YOUR LIFE--!!!
YOU NEVER DREAMED what is "SPIRITUALISM!" nor WHO is PROPOGATING IT - !!! (See the "SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER in GC 554 to 558 and this is: "SATAN'S FINAL EFFORT!" WILL THAT BE "FORCE - ???") You will be SURPRISED - !!!

"LOVE - ???" or "LOVE NOT - !!!"

AS YOU GO TO CHURCH - and are ENTHRALLED at how "MANY!" are being "WON!" to the Church. THE GREAT "FROOM!" always used THAT as a BAROMETER of the "HOLY SPIRIT'S WORKING!" AND ALL WOULD NOD IN AGREEMENT!
Should we give THAT a SECOND LOOK - ???

{To be continued in future papers}
DEAR ELDER:

{MASONRY}

DEAR ELDER: I see you are DIPPING into the BOTTOM OF THE BARREL when you go to INQUIRE of "THE RUNNER!" the SELF-APPOINTED "GATHERER" of the "7,000!" and "THE LITTLE FLOCK!" who has found "NEW LIGHT!" on the "SABBATH!" and is OPENLY ONE WITH: "DESMOND FORD!" that the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" is "NOT IN THE BIBLE!" nor in "1844!" Yes, you are GOING about as LOW as you can GO when you INQUIRE OF SUCH SOURCES. I was going to write you a "PERSONAL LETTER!" and tell you that you can XEROX this letter and send JAMES D. WANG A COPY. BUT SINCE YOUR NAME IS NOW PUBLIC in the "RUNNER" for APRIL-MAY-JUNE 1993 on the BACK PAGE, I thought I should NOT ADDRESS THIS TO YOU IN PRIVATE - but that OTHERS should also be in on the FOLLOWING:

KING NEBUCHADNEZZAR HAD A DREAM - DAN. 2:28

DANIEL SAW THAT SAME DREAM AND THE "INTERPRETATION!"

ADVENTISTS VAUNT THEMSELVES AS BEING "WORLD AUTHORITIES ON PROPHECY!" THEY SEE THE FOUR KINGDOMS going from GOLD to SILVER to BRASS to IRON. DAN. 2:32-3. THEY PUT OUT CHARTS TO THIS DAY - SHOWING A ROCK (STONE) CUT OUT WITHOUT HANDS HITTING ALL THAT IS LEFT - THE FEET - !!!!

THEY ARE ALL HAYWIRE BECAUSE THEY GO BY:
"URIAH SMITH!" - THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET -
WHO ADMITTEDLY "PLAGIARIZED" THIS FROM CARDINAL GIBBONS (ROMANISM) AND BISHOP NEWTON (PRESBYTERIANISM) and NOT from the BIBLE or the TESTIMONIES!!! URIAH SMITH (ADVENTISM) HAS THE STONE HITTING ALL THAT IS LEFT - THE FEET!! BUT THE BIBLE SAYS:

"THEN WAS THE IRON, the CLAY, the BRASS, the SILVER, and the GOLD, BROKEN TO PIECES

"TOGETHER!" (REPEATED TWICE!) DAN. 2:35,45.

THIS IS FAR MORE INVOLVED AND REACHING THAN CASUAL OBSERVATION REVEALS! SINCE WE END UP WITH "IRON MIXED WITH MIRY CLAY" IN THE "TOES OF THE FEET!" DAN. 2:41-3.

WOULD IT HORRIFY YOU TO BE TOLD THE "IRON!" IS "ROMANISM!" (WHICH YOU ALREADY KNOW!) BUT THAT THE CLAY (and this could not be seen even a few years back except by those EXTREMELY BLESSED WITH "CLEAR SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT!" SM 1:200 to be able to "MEET!" the "GREAT (OMEGA) OF APOSTASY (WHICH) WILL DEVELOP INTO "DARKNESS!" DEEP AS "MIDNIGHT!" - "IMPENETRABLE !!!!" COL 4:14 (423).

BUT THERE ARE ALWAYS THOSE - WAITING IN THE WINGS - READY TO DEFY THE WORD OF GOD!

AND THINK and TEACH and AVOW that "THEY!" (BIG HEROES!) CAN AND WILL "PENETRATE!" THAT "IMPENETRABLE DARKNESS!" and IMAGINE they are basking in GLORIOUS "LIGHT!" (BLACK LIGHT!) WHO WILL NEVER agree with this: "WE ARE THE CLAY!" ISA. 64:8. "The METALS in the "IMAGE!" symbolizing the different KINGDOMS, become less and less pure and valuable, from the head down...the FEET and TOES - IRON mingled with CLAY. So the KINGDOMS represented by them DETERIORATE IN VALUE. The RESULT of making VOID the LAW-OF-GOD may be seen on the INCREASING IMMORALITY of these several KINGDOMS...the IMAGE that was revealed to NEBUCHADNEZZAR also fitly REPRESENTED RELIGION...OUTWARD DISPLAY to make up for the LACK of PURITY and PIETY...

"He that saith, "I KNOW HIM!" and keepeth NOT HIS COMMANDMENTS, is a LIAR, and the TRUTH is NOT in HIM!" RH 4:151-2. Feb. 6, 1900.
"WHAT SHALL BE IN THE LATTER DAYS..."THOU, O KING SAWEST,

and behold a GREAT IMAGE..."THOU SAWEST till a STONE was
cut out without HANDS, which smote the IMAGE upon his FEET
that were of IRON and CLAY, and BRAKE THEM IN PIECES!" PK
497.

"WE have come to a time when "GOD'S SACRED-
WORK!" is represented by the FEET of the IMAGE in which the
IRON is MIXED with MIRY CLAY. The MINGLING of CHURCH
CRAFT and STATE CRAFT is represented by the IRON and the
CLAY. THEY have invested their strength in POLITICS, and
have UNITED WITH THE PAPACY!" (EXTRACTS from M.S.S.,
APRIL 22, 1899.) BRISBIN BOOK 58. "OUR POSITION in the
IMAGE of NEBUCHADNEZZAR is represented by the TOES, in a
DIVIDED STATE, and of a CRUMBLING MATERIAL, that will not
hold TOGETHER!" T1:361.

IF WE COULD NOT SEE IT 50 YEARS AGO -

DO WE SEE IT NOW - ??? SEE THIS:

"THIS INVESTING THE CHURCH with the POWER of the STATE
($500.00 a DAY FINES for using the TRADMARKED "NAME")
will bring EVIL RESULTS. Men have almost passed the point of
GOD'S FORBEARANCE. They have INVESTED THEIR STRENGTH
in POLITICS; and have UNITED-WITH-THE-PAPACY! BUT THE
TIME WILL COME when GOD WILL PUNISH those who have made
VOID-HIS-LAW! and their EVIL WORK will RECOIL upon THEM-
is in the hands of the POTTER, so are we in HIS HANDS...OUR
PART is to YIELD OURSELVES to the MOLDING of the MASTER
WORKER!" T8:187.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR DID NOT ISSUE $500 A DAY FINES!

He had the BURNING FIERY FURNACE stoked up SEVEN TIMES
HOTTER so it slew the MIGHTIEST MEN OF HIS ARMY who cast
SHADRACH, MECHACH, and ABED-NEGO INTO THE FIERY
FURNACE for REFUSING to BOW to the KING'S IMAGE!" BUT THE FIRE DID NOT EVEN "SINGE" THEIR CLOTHES - !!!
AND THE KING SAW LIKE TO "THE SON OF GOD!" WALKING IN
THE MIDST OF THE FIERY FLAMES WITH THEM - !!!" DAN. 3:16
to 25. THE KING HONORED THE THREE WORTHIES TO HIGH
OFFICE.
AGAIN WE HAVE "AN IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"

What makes this CONFUSING is that there are TWO "BEASTS!" One in DANIEL. One in REVELATIONS. The "SPIRIT-OF-PROPHECY!" was given to INTERPRET "PROPHECY!" What else does SOP mean - ??? When "URIAH SMITH" the ADVENTIST "FALSE PROPHET PAR EXCELLENCE!" claimed to go "BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" And when those who ECHO THAT CLICHE just to bring in their PET NOTIONS that they IMPORTED from the DIVINES of "BABYLON!" ELLEN WHITE CHALLENGED them by DARING them to "GO BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" And not WANDER OUT AT SEA WITHOUT CHART OR COMPASS - INVOLVED in HERESY "SIX FEET DEEP!" SHE DARED THEM to "PROVE THAT FROM THE BIBLE!" That was a DARE - not a LICENSE! (Or she would be DENYING her own VISIONS!) So since they CHANGED THE BOOKS - MASSACRED THEM!!! And then POINT TO THEIR CHANGED BOOKS to settle DOCTRINE - that SETTLES "NOTHING!" So we have to tread CAREFULLY as to what is REAL or what is the "COUNTERFEIT!" of GC 464,588. 1884 GC 296.

WHAT THEY TRY SO DESPERATELY TO AVOID - ???

When we deal with "BEASTS!" Do we mean the "BEAST!" of DANIEL 7:25. The one that CHANGES "TIMES AND LAWS!" Or do we mean the "BEAST!" of REVELATION 13:11. T9:2.'9. DA 763. LS 101.

OR DO WE HAVE TO CORRECT LS 101 - ???

That reads that when we PROCLAIM "THE SABBATH MORE FULLY!" LS 101. "THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCHES AND NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, AS THEY COULD NOT REFUTE THE SABBATH TRUTH!" LS 101.

THIS LYING "COUNTERFEIT!" REPEATED IN EW 33 -

and other references. But let us go BACK FURTHER AND FIND "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.19: "THIS ENRAGED THE CHURCHES and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, as "THEY" could NOT refute the SABBATH TRUTH!" WTF 19. And if we had been WIDE ENOUGH AWAKE we would have looked up the FOOTNOTE REFERENCE NO.6:2,3 and found this is in the TIME of the LATTER RAIN!"
THEN IF WE KNEW A BIT MORE THAN THOSE

who let the "BLIND LEAD THE BLIND!" we would know that "BEFORE THE "STORM!" (BEFORE THE STORM OF PERSECUTION!) ADVENTISTS (THE CHURCH AND OUTCASTS) would be so far INDOCTRINATED and BRAINWASHED as to be keeping "SUNDAY!" before they "HAD TO!" as is so clearly revealed in GC 608. ONE SENTENCE tells all! 1884 GC 426: "AS THE STORM APPROACHES (NOT HERE YET!) A LARGE CLASS WHO HAVE "PROFESSED FAITH!" IN THE THIRD MESSAGE, BUT HAVE NOT BEEN "SANCTIFIED!" THROUGH IT, ABANDON THEIR POSITION, and take REFUGE under the BANNER of DARKNESS! (AND NOT JUST ON CHRIST-MASS AND EASTER!)" 1884 GC 426.

(IT WOULD BE WELL TO READ BOTH TOGETHER!)

1884 GC 426 and your GC 608 and not just one sentence: "BY UNITING WITH THE WORLD AND PARTAKING OF ITS SPIRIT, they have come to view matters in nearly THE SAME LIGHT, and when "THE TEST!" IS BROUGHT (THIS GIVES YOU THE "TIME!" DOUBLÈ:) when the "TEST!" is brought (if you are not afraid of "FUTURISM!" ALL PROPHECY IS "FUTURISM!") "THEY ARE PREPARED TO CHOOSE THE EASY, POPULAR SIDE." 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608.

(DID YOU GET THAT - ??? THESE LEADERS (APOSTATES!)

HAVE MADE "SUNDAY-KEEPING!" so "EASY and POPULAR!" that they have the MAJORITY eating out of their hand! And if you do not think they will take you to "LAW!" they are DOING-IT-NOW just as it says in the page before: "THE CHURCH appeals to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER (AND in the area of GC 442 to 445 where it speaks of the "MARK OF THE BEAST!" INSTITUTED BY THIS "UNION!" of ROMISH "IRON!" and "WE ARE THE CLAY!" You bring this all together and HATE THE DEVIL-POSSESSED "URIAH SMITHS!" WHO FOULED THIS ALL UP!)

"THE CHURCH APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM OF CIVIL POWER!

and in this Work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED (BY ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!) to come to the HELP OF PROTESTANTS! THE MOVEMENT FOR SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT..." 1884 GC 425.

Your GC 607.
WHY HAVE YOU NOT HEARD THIS BEFORE - ???
WHY ARE THEY CATERWaulING ALL UNITED IN BLAMING:

"ROMANISM - ROMANISM - ROMANISM!"

IS IT "ROMANISM (IRON?)? ALONE OR IS IT "ADVENTISM (CLAY)?" THAT "SOLICITS PAPISTS?" WHICH ONE MAKES THE FIRST MOVE - ??? 1884 GC 425. "THOUSANDS upon THOUSANDS!" of "ADVENTISTS!" for the FIRST TIME WILL NOW "LISTEN!" "IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE TESTIMONY THAT "BABYLON!" IS "THE CHURCH!" FALLEN..." 1884 GC 424. Your GC 607.

IT IS NOT JUST AS SIMPLE AS ALL THAT!

WHAT LED UP TO IT - ??? THESE ARE FINGERS THAT CONVERGE BY EVENTS AND A REASON - WHAT IS THAT REASON?

THE REASON IS THE GREATEST EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD-!!!


THIS PUTS AN END TO (URIAH SMITH) GERMAN "REFORM!"

(1900) "NOW, when the Great Work of "JUDGING THE LIVING!" is about to BEGIN...IN EVERY CASE the decision IS-TO-BE-MADE (FUTURE TENSE!) whether we shall receive "THE MARK OF THE BEAST OR HIS IMAGE, OR - OR - OR "THE SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" T6:130. EV. 235. BC 7:976-7. 1884 GC 315. Your GC 490. T5:526 (1889) 692.

THE CATHOLIC Church LAYS GREAT STOCK IN "MIRACLES!"
But once "THE SEALING!" is PAST - those who TIED THEMSELVES INTO ECUMENICAL "BUNDLES!" and are now FULLY and ETERNALLY GIVEN OVER TO DEMON-CONTROL: "THESE WORKS OF APPARENT HEALING will bring "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" TO THE "TEST!"...those who look for "MIRACLES!" as a "SIGN!" of DIVINE GUIDANCE are in grave danger of "DECEPTION!" It is stated in the WORD that the ENEMY will work through "HIS AGENTS!" who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!"

WHO IS THAT? IS THAT THE POPE - ??? IS THAT BILLY GRAHAM - ???

WHAT FAITH DID THEY DEPART FROM - ???

IT HAS TO BE SOME ONE THAT WAS ONCE "IN THE FAITH!"

AND NOW KEEPS "SUNDAY!" GC 608.

"...and THEY will SEEMINGLY WORK "MIRACLES!" (That will ASTOUND "THE BEAST!") EVEN TO THE BRINGING DOWN OF "FIRE!" OUT OF HEAVEN in the sight of men. By means of "LYING WONDERS...

SM 2:53-4. (And 20 MORE!)

THEY WILL THUS BE THE "ELIJAH'S!" WHO BROUGHT "FIRE!" DOWN FROM HEAVEN AND "WILSON!" AND "CARTER" OF AUSTRALIA AND 300 NINNIES TRIED IT BUT THE "TIME!" WAS NOT YET -

BUT THEY WILL PULL IT OFF WHEN THE "SEALING!" PASSES THEM BY - !!! "SPURIOUS WORKS OF HEALING, CLAIMING TO BE "DIVINE!"...COUNTERFEIT ANY MIRACLE!" SM 2:54-5.

"FIRE!" TO COME DOWN FROM HEAVEN!" MM 88. RH 4:5121. SERIES B:146, 164-6.

WHEN THE WICKED ADVENTISTS PASS THE BOUNDARY OF HOPE -

AS THEY ARE FIRST "SEALED!" "MIRACLES!"

WILL BE A "SIGN!" "FIRE!" IS A "SIGN!" "FLYING SAUCER PHENOMENON! will be a "MAJOR SIGN!" 1884 GC 441. Your GC 624. THEN SATAN APPEARS IN PERSON WITH THE "SUN-DAY LAW!" 1884 GC 442-3. Your GC 624-5. WHAT ELSE APPEARS HERE - ???
WHEN I WAS PREPARING THE TEXT FOR THE "HELL!" TRACT -
I TURNED TO ROMANS 1:18 to 23. 2 PETER 2:12.

HOW THEY BLASPHEME THE "NAME!!" AND "CHARACTER!!" OF GOD. LIKENING HIM TO "FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS!!" AND "CREEPING THINGS!!" ROMANS 21 to 23. 2 PETER 2:1 to 13.

ALLIGATORS - CROCODILES - SNAKES - SCORPIONS -

THEN I NOTICED SOMETHING THAT CAUGHT MY EYE - !!! THAT IS NOT ALL THERE IS TO IT - !!! THE LORD HAS A LITTLE PRESENT FOR THEM - !!! THE SWAGGARTS, THE BAKKERS, THE VENDENS - THE "CHRISTIAN FATHERS!!" AND "10-YEAR-OLD BOYS!!" - THE RABBIS AND THEIR FILTHY "TALMUD!!" OBSESSED WITH "SEX!!" (3-YEAR-OLD GIRLS!) PUT ON BLACK CLOTHES AND "DO WHAT YOU WANT!!" - ABORTIONS - "WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!!" "THEY SHALL BE GIVEN BLOOD TO DRINK! FOR THEY ARE WORTHY!!"

IN SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! AND THE REASON FOR THE PLAGUES!

THE LORD HAS A LITTLE PRESENT FOR THEM:

"FOR THIS CAUSE GOD GAVE THEM UP UNTO VILE AFFECIONS: for even their WOMEN did CHANGE the NATURAL USE OF THE WOMAN, turned in their LUST one toward another; men with men working that which is UNSEEMLY...GOD GAVE THEM OVER TO A REPROBATE MIND...WHO KNOWING THE JUDGMENT OF GOD, that they which commit such things ARE WORTHY OF DEATH!! not only DO-THE-SAME! but have PLEASURE in them that do them!" ROMANS 1:26 TO 32. "Having EYES full of ADULTERY, and that CANNOT-CEASE-FROM-SIN, beguiling UNSTABLE SOULS...CURSED CHILDREN...following the way of BAALAM...THE DUMB ASS SPEAKING WITH MAN'S VOICE...These are WELLS WITHOUT WATER (ADVENTIST MINISTERS!!)" TM 81, 452-3, 455-6. RH 1:2:423.

THAT THIS WILL BE THE PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTIC OF

ADVENTIST MINISTERS IN THE "SEALING TIME!!"  MARK EVERY
PAGE WHERE SHE MENTIONS "FORNICATORS!" AND THE LIKE - TM 426 and grind up to "PHILADELPHIA!" being SEALED - TM 446. And will those who PREACH and PRACTICE that NO NEED to keep the LAW for a "CHARACTER!" will be "GIVEN YOU WHEN CHRIST COMES!" "God has shown me that at the VERY TIME that the SIGNS of the TIMES is being fulfilled around us...MEN OF INTELLIGENCE, MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING - material which is CONSUMABLE in the Day of God, and which will DECIDE THEM TO BE UNFIT TO ENTER THE MANSIONS ABOVE. THEY HAVE REFUSED to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS; they have CLUNG to them as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE. THEY will lose HEAVEN and an ETERNITY OF BLISS on account of them...will these SINNERS - shall I call them "HYPOCRITES?" - IN ZION INQUIRE...AM I A SPECTACLE TO THE WORLD (going WACKY to WACO!)...AM I A SPECTACLE...OF MORAL LOOSENESS???” TM 446-7. T2:477. (And 20 MORE!) FCE 227.

WILL THEY GO ON UNTIL THEY REACH "THE FLAMING END??”

"IN THIS TIME OF UNUSUAL PERIL, we must learn to STAND ALONE!" TM 490. "Do not be DECEIVED by THEM - do not IMITATE THEIR PRACTICES!" (Lost the Reference.) (Spent two hours looking for it!) (We do not find things just like that - EITHER!)

IN THE LAST MOMENT OF TIME -

WHILE THE ADVENTISTS ARE SINGING THE FATAL "LULLABY!"

"He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit "HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT!"

THUS PEACE AND SAFETY!” is the cry from...THESE DUMB (LAODICEAN) DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!” T5:211.

THE BIBLE SAYS: It is NOT "BRETHREN!" that say this. THE TESTIMONIES SAY: "Those who are at ease "IN ZION!" SAY THIS JUST BEFORE THE LIGHTENING BOLT HITS THEM "IN ZION!" T5:233. The next page says - because NO ONE WARNED THEM and thus put them to SLEEP...!!! T5:234,454.

IT SEEMS TO BE "TRADITION!" TO SAY THIS:

BY ROTE - ALWAYS MEANING "THE WORLD!" OF COURSE!
READ IT AGAIN! IT IS NOT "BRETHREN!" THAT SAY THIS. 1 THESS. 5:3. AND THOSE WHO SAY: "PEACE AND SAFETY!" (LAODICEAN CHURCH LEADERS LIKE THAT SICK "JOHNSSON!" AND HIS ILK.) NEITHER DO THEY "ESCAPE!" 1 THESS. 5:3. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (And 2 DOZEN MORE!)

ANOTHER "TRADITION!" BY "ROTE!" NOT KNOWING WHAT IT IS SAYING!

IF WE DID AS HUNDREDS WANT US TO DO -

LIST THE CHANGES WITHOUT EXPLANATIONS - it would avail - "NOTHING!" We have actually prepared this "LETTER TO THE EDITOR!" with one GOAL IN MIND - we are coming to it now - when we are THROUGH - and you look BACK - at what it took to put the "JIGSAW PUZZLE!" TOGETHER - then LOOK BACK, and see if we COULD HAVE or WOULD HAVE - come to the SAME CONCLUSION by CUTTING CORNERS - ??? If we accomplish the GOAL we have set before us - to CHANGE THE THINKING of "OUTCASTS!" - or "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS!" - we would have accomplished our purpose.

WHAT IS OUR PURPOSE - ???

WE HAVE FOUR OR FIVE OR SIX COMPONENTS.

WHAT ARE THEY-??? (1) THE DRAGON (2) WAS WROTH (3) WITH THE WOMAN (4) AND WENT TO MAKE WAR (5) WITH THE REMNANT OF HER SEED (6) WHICH KEEP (7) THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD (8) AND HAVE THE "TESTIMONY OF JESUS CHRIST!" (THEY ARE NOT JEWS - JEWS DO NOT HAVE THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS - NEITHER THE "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!") WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE OR WHO ARE THEY "NOT!"

THIS SMASHES THE "ADVENTIST" RELIGION INTO THE GROUND - !!!

PUTS A TOTAL END TO IT - !!!

BUT ON CONDITION THAT YOU BELIEVE-!!! BELIEVE WHAT-??? BELIEVE THIS - !!! YOU HAVE READ IT BEFORE - IT IS NOTHING NEW TO YOU - BUT IN THIS NEW SETTING - YOU MIGHT BELIEVE:

- "RELIGIOUS POWERS, ALLIED TO HEAVEN BY "PROFESSION!" AND "CLAIMING!" TO HAVE THE CHARACTERISTICS

THE FOOTNOTE REFERENCE IS T5:472,473.

YES - IT DOES FIT - IT IS A "REPEAT!"
HOW TO GO ABOUT IT - DO NOT DO AS

THOUSANDS ARE NOW DOING - MAKING "HARD THRUSTS!" AT "CATHOLICS!" AND IT TELLS YOU "WHY!" THEY MIGHT BE BETTER THAN WE ARE - !!! EV. 144,575. GW 329.

"THE CATHOLICS!" ARE NOT TO BLAME FOR "EVERYTHING!"

SIDNEY REINERS IS FINDING THAT OUT! WE ARE NOT LOOKING AT THE PAST - WHICH SIDE ARE THEY TAKING NOW? "CHRISTIANS IN CRISIS" Vol. 9, No. 1, JANUARY - MARCH 1993. CFRF, 1111 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD, GRAND RAPIDS, MINN. 55744. HAVE THEY FOUND THIS OUT - ??? (SEND FOR THIS!)

**********
"WHEN "BRETHREN!" MANIFEST THE "SPIRIT OF THE DRAGON!"
TO MAKE "WAR!" UPON THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT GOD HAS
COMMUNICATED "LIGHT!" AND "COMFORT!" TO THEM, THROUGH
THE "TESTIMONIES!" - IT IS-TIME FOR THE "BRETHREN!" AND
"SISTERS!" TO ASSERT THEIR "LIBERTY!" AND PERFECT
"FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE!" GOD HAS GIVEN THEM "LIGHT!"...
Here is where "THOUSANDS!" MAKE "SHIPWRECK!" OF FAITH!"

NONE OF THIS CAN BE UNDERSTOOD -
UNLESS WE GO POINT BY POINT AND SHOW
HOW THEY WILL KEEP SUNDAY -

* * * * * * * * * * *

TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES - !!!

YOU NEVER KNEW THIS WAS IN THE "TESTIMONIES!"

DID YOU - ??? THEY TRIED SO DESPERATELY TO GET RID OF IT -

BUT HERE IT IS:

"COME OUT, AND BE YE SEPARATE!" Sanitarium, Cal. November 1905.... "I AM SORRY that sensible men do not discern "THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT!" I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it. Wherein are those who are designated as "DEPARTING-FROM-THE-FAITH!" and "GIVING HEED TO SEDUCING SPIRITS AND DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" departing from the FAITH which they have held "SACRED!" for the past fifty years? I leave that for the ones to answer who develop such ACUTENESS in their PLANS for SPOILING and HINDERING the Work of God...the SCIENCE of "HUMAN SOPHISTRY!"...All these SPIRITUALISTIC REPRESENTATIONS are simply NOTHINGNESS. They are IMPERFECT, UNTRUE...There will have to be a SECOND CONVERSION in the hearts of some of our LEADING MEDICAL FRATERNITY, and a CUTTING AWAY from (KELLOGG - JONES - WAGGONER) MEN WHO ARE TRYING TO GUIDE THE MEDICAL SHIP INTO THE HARBOR, else they themselves will NEVER reach the HAVEN OF REST. Christ calls, "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, AND-BE-YE-SEPARATE!"

SHE PREDICTED:

"SAY YE NOT, "A CONFEDERACY!" TO ALL TO WHOM THIS PEOPLE SHALL SAY, "A CONFEDERACY!" neither FEAR YE THEIR FEAR, nor be AFRAID!...let HIM be your FEAR, and let HIM be your DREAD, and HE shall be for a SANCTUARY...(WHAT IS COMING) And when "THEY!" shall say unto you, SEEK unto THEM that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS! (No! I TAKE IT BACK! IT IS NOT FOREVER "COMING!" IT-IS-HERE!) and unto WIZARDS that PEEP, and that MUTTER...TO-THE-LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak NOT according TO-THIS-WORD! it is BECAUSE there is NO LIGHT in "THEM!" ISA. 8:12-20.

AND FROM THE SAME "ISAIAH!"

"ASSOCIATE yourselves, O YE PEOPLE (FOOTNOTES TO THE "LAODICEANS!") "ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES!" "GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER!" (NOT THE LORD'S "GATHERING!") AND YE SHALL BE BROKEN IN PIECES!" (FOOTNOTES TO "SHAKING" CHAPTER: T1:180.) and ISA. 8:9.

THE PLEDGE OF THE LORD IS IF HE IS "WITH US!"

ISA. 8:10. THEN HE WILL BREAK THEM TO PIECES!

THIS, OF COURSE – is NOT according to the EFFEMINATE "LADY'S MEN!" THAT RUN THIS PEOPLE! It is ACCORDING TO "THE MAN OF GOD – "DAVID!" "THOU HATEST all workers of INIQUITY!"" PSA. 5:5. "THE LORD WILL ABHOR THE BLOODY AND DECEITFUL MAN!" (THIS GOD I CAN UNDERSTAND – I DO NOT UNDERSTAND THAT UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL CREEP!)

PSA. 5:6. "GOD IS ANGRY WITH THE WICKED – EVERY DAY!"
YOUR PREACHER NEVER TOLD YOU THIS - DID HE - ???

THE SIMPERING EFFEMINATE "LADY'S MAN!"

WOULD NEVER WRITE THIS IN A "CHURCH MAGAZINE!" WOULD HE - ???

IT MIGHT BE A SIN! IT IS ONLY "THE WORD OF GOD - !!!"

READ ON UNTIL YOU GET A SNOOT-FULL - !!!

DID YOU SAY SOMETHING ABOUT: "THE CHARACTER OF GOD - ???"

THAT NO ONE WILL MAKE IT WHO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND

THE "CHARACTER OF GOD - !!!" POOR BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND - !!!

BOTH SHALL FALL IN THE DITCH - !!! GOOD - !!!

WE HOLD NO BRIEF FOR "DUMB DOGS!" OR "BLIND PIGS!"

WHAT HAS ALL THIS GOT TO DO WITH THIS PAPER - ???
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO GIVE OR UNDERSTAND REV.18-???

When "BABYLON!" gets it "DOUBLE!" REV. 18:6. Or how are you going to "REJOICE!" or "LEAP FOR JOY!" when BABYLON gets it - ???. IF YOU NEVER TRIED? REV. 18:20. NEVER PRAYED FOR IT!

"It is TIME for THEE, LORD - to WORK: for "THEY!" have made VOID-THY-LAW!"


PRAY IT - EVERY DAY - !!! NEVER MISS ONE - !!!
"I saw the necessity of the "MESSENGERS!" especially, WATCHING and CHECKING all FANATICISM wherever they might see it ARISE!" EW 63. ("WE HONOR BOTH SIDES!-???" NOT QUITE!) "I SAW that some who had run DEEP into FANATICISM would be the FIRST NOW TO RUN BEFORE GOD SENDS THEM... having ERROR MIXED WITH THE TRUTH, they would FEED THE FLOCK with it, and if they would be suffered to GO ON, the FLOCK would become SICKLY, and DISTRACTION and DEATH would FOLLOW!" EW 62. "But now TIME is almost finished, and what WE—HAVE—BEEN—YEARS LEARNING, "THEY" will have to learn IN—a—FEW—MONTHS. They will also have MUCH TO UNLEARN, and much to LEARN AGAIN!" EW 67. "...MUCH to LEARN and MUCH to DO...much less point out the "WAY!" to OTHERS!" EW 63. (And then it gives the SUBJECTS on which we should DWELL and if we PURSUE THAT in the "INDEX!" WE COME TO "ZILCH!" under "WAYMARKS!" Where it SHOULD BE — but is NOT!)

I WAS QUITE SURPRISED — I knew I had STUDIED THIS OUT 40—50 YEARS AGO and thought I knew where to turn to it — but NO. I did not leave the RECORD as plainly as I should have. So I will have to start all over again — A STEP AT A TIME. HERE ARE SOME ABSOLUTES. NOT TAUGHT IN THIS DEAD CHURCH IN 1993:

** lst

"THE EVENTS CONNECTED with the Close of Probation and the WORK of PREPARATION for "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" are CLEARLY PRESENTED. But MULTITUDES have no more UNDERSTANDING of these important TRUTHS than if they have NEVER been REVEALED. SATAN WATCHES to catch away EVERY IMPRESSION that would make them WISE unto SALVATION, and "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" will find them — UNREADY!" GC 594. 1884 GC 412. (You are SO PROUD your LAODICEAN CULT is winning such "MULTITUDES?") The LATEST FIGURES ARE — they are NOT wining but a FRACTION PERCENTAGE—WISE than the RED—HOT PENTECOSTAL "CHARISMATICS!" So "THE CHURCH!" is "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. "SATAN EXALTS, FOR HE HAS INSPIRED THEM...RULE, RULE HAS BEEN THEIR COURSE OF ACTION!" TM 362–3. — 16 —
While still PRETENDING to be a SOFT, CUDDLY, INNOCENT, HARMLESS - SHEEP! But SPEAKING with "THE VOICE OF A DRAGON!" REV. 13:11. T9:229. T4:246. LEAFLETS' 50. "THE MULTITUDES do not want BIBLE TRUTH...and SATAN supplies the DECEPTIONS which they LOVE!" Your GC 595. 1884 GC 413. (OH! YES! THEY "LOVE" THEM!) UNTIL WHAT - ??? THE MULTITUDES OF FALSE PROPHETS - PREACHING: "PEACE AND SAFETY!" for that is what the "SENSELESS MOB!" wants and will PAY the SHYSTERS to hand it to them, but they run into an: "UNLOOKED FOR!" and "SUDDEN!" CALAMITY - CRISIS! "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" "THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES...when it will be TOO LATE for the Soul's need to be supplied!" COL 412. (421.) BC 7:982. "Soon GOD'S PEOPLE will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who "APPEAR!" to be "GENUINE AND TRUE!" will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the SIDE of the OPposers...WHEN THE MAJORITY FORSAKE US...when CHAMPIONS are FEW - this will be OUR TEST!" T5:136.

WHEN WE PRESENT "THAT!" AT OUR MEETINGS -

Some who seemed VERY INTERESTED - are seen NO MORE-!!! Does that STOP US - what do you THINK? We come out - STRONGER THAN EVER - !!! Let the RIFFRAFF go where they are WANTED! Until EW 282, GC 656 rolls around.

"THE TIME HAS COME, THE IMPORTANT TIME,
WHEN THROUGH GOD'S MESSENGERS, THE "SCROLL!"
IS BEING UNROLLED TO THE WORLD!" EW 19.

"GREAT BALLS OF FIRE WERE FALLING UPON HOUSES, and from these BALLS FIERY ARROWS were flying IN EVERY DIRECTION. It was IMPOSSIBLE TO CHECK THE FIRES. THE TERROR of the people was INDESCRIBABLE...the IMPENDING DESTRUCTION OF THOUSANDS OF CITIES, now given over to IDOLATRY!" EV. 29. Before we run into SENTIMENTAL "SALLIES!" AND SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD "MIKE CLUTES!" or FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHTS - !!! We want to know WHY-???
Nothing comes without a **CAUSE-!!!** WILSON HAD THEM PREACHING FROM CAMP MEETING TO CAMP MEETING SOMEWHERE'S AROUND 1980 - **"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"** THE SAME WILSON HIRED **"CATHOLIC!"** AND OTHER **"LAWYERS!"** TO ISSUE $500.00 A DAY FINES ON THOSE WHO USED THE FORBIDDEN NAME: (THE SACRED NAME) - **"SDA!!"** THOSE SAME **"CATHOLIC LAWYERS!!"** PAID BY THE SAME SDA TITHE! Your GC 442 to 445, 606 to 608. 1884 GC 278, 424 to 426. And **"THEY!!"** the same UNION of ROMISH **"IRON!!"** and ADVENTIST **"CLAY!!"** will GO-TO-LAW! As WILSON gave them the HABIT - NEVER-GIVE-UP-!!! **"PASS THE DEATH DECREE!!"** MAGEN & SPAULDING 1,2. Consider **"TIME!-PLACE!-CIRCUM- STANCES!!"**

**THEY DROVE THE SAINTS RIGHT OUT IN THE WILDERNESS!!**

SO THE LORD DRIVES THEM OUT OF THEIR HOMES!

Will the SAINTS LOOK BACK and CRY BIG CROCODILE TEARS FOR THE WICKED WHEN THEY GET A TASTE OF THEIR OWN MEDICINE - ??? **"BABYLON...REWARD HER EVEN AS SHE REWARDED YOU! AND "DOUBLE!!" UNTO HER! (WHO IS GOING TO CRY FOR HER??)...and the KINGS of the EARTH...shall BEWAIL her, and LAMENT for her, when THEY shall see the SMOKE OF HER BURNING (AND THE SAINTS? CRY WITH MIKE CLUTE - FRED WRIGHT - AND THE DEVIL - ???) **"REJOICE OVER HER, THOU HEAVEN, and ye HOLY APOSTLES and PROPHETS, for GOD HATH AVENGED YOU ON HER!!"** (FIND ALL THIS IN REV. 18 THE LAST MESSAGE!) **"...THE LAST MESSAGE...WHEN THE LARGE CITIES WILL BE SWEPT AWAY... THOUSANDS OF CITIES!!"** EW 29. (And 2 DOZEN MORE!!) WHAT ELSE MATTERS - ???

**HOW TO AVOID IT - ??? BUILD A "CHARACTER!!"**

THE EASY-STREET PROPHETS DO NOT TELL YOU THE TRUTH ABOUT EITHER ONE - !!! THERE IS NO CALL TO BUILD A "CHARACTER!!" WILL IT NOT BE "GIVEN" YOU - ??? YOU PAY THOSE THEOLOGICAL CLOWNS HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS A YEAR FOR THEM TO TELL YOU - (1) **"INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!!"** (I AM SINLESS - HOLY - SAVED!) GC 470 to 473. 1884 GC 300 to 302,305. WHAT ELSE DO WE NEED TO KNOW - FOR TODAY - ???
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(2) THE LAST MESSAGE! will NOT be given by the Church! They will NOT even know what it is. TM 300,507. They will HATE it when it comes! TM 70,56,73,78 to 81,96–7,130. RH 2:420; 3:291–2. TM 445 to 453. We should have seen which way the "RISING BREEZES BLOW!" when WILSON some years back - had a series of MEETINGS in MELBOURNE(?) AUSTRALIA. Into whose COFFERS did he pay "ADVENTIST MONEY?" THE MASONIC LODGE! They need your $'s - ???

LET'S JUST GET DOWN AND FIND OUT A FEW THINGS - !!!!

(A) WHO IS THE LAST DAY THREAT TO OUR LIBERTIES - ??? FROM EVERY CORNER WE HEAR: "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" is the BIG BAD WOLF - !!! CAN WE "PROVE" THAT FROM THE "BIBLE - ???" or from THE "TESTIMONIES?"

(B) "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY - !!!" "...A DEGREE WILL FINALLY BE ISSUED...TO PUT THEM TO DEATH!" "ROMANISM!" IN THE OLD WORLD, and "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" IN THE NEW" 1884 GC 444–5. Your GC 615–6. NOW THAT IS KIND OF CONCLUSIVE - ISN'T IT - ??? DO WE HAVE ANY AUTHORITY TO CHANGE THAT - ??? Yes, we may have - we must go always by "TIME! PLACE! CIRCUMSTANCES!" So there may be a SPELL in the DEVELOPMENT that there may be ANOTHER ELEMENT but it would only be a FINGER of the HAND.

(C) CONCLUSION - ??? What other CONCLUSION can be DRAWN-??? It did not say: "COMMUNISM!" in the OLD WORLD - as we saw YEAR after YEAR after YEAR - !!! All the time it was written: "ROMANISM!" When "SUDDENLY!" it CHANGED to fit the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" And something else CHANGED to fit "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" that we saw for over 50 YEARS and had a DRAG-OUT FIGHT OVER IT with "EVERYONE ELSE!" They invented all kinds of "NAMES!" they called us because we WOULD NOT go along with "THEM!" ONE LITTLE REFERENCE - "IMPOSSIBLE!" WHAT WAS IT - ???

(D) If the SOP said "ROMANISM!" in the OLD WORLD - and we saw how RAPIDLY the "IRON CURTAIN!" CAME DOWN - !!! WOULDN'T "ADVENTISM!" GASP IN AMAZEMENT at how "RIGHT ON!" the SOP WAS - ??? Wouldn't "ADVENTISM!" believe the SOP more than ever - ??? WOULDN'T THEY HAVE A REASON TO - ??? But instead of that it is also WRITTEN - in this VERY TIME: "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION OF SATAN will be to
make of NONE EFFECT the TESTIMONY of the SPIRIT OF GOD. (I AM QUOTING MORE TO GET THIS POINT!) "WHERE THERE IS NO VISION, THE PEOPLE PERISH!" (Prov. 29:18.)..."THERE WILL BE A HATRED KINDLED against the "TESTIMONIES!" which is SATANIC!" SM 1:48 and also check SM 2:78.

I JUST WENT THROUGH THE LAST ANDREWS "SEMINARY STUDIES!"

THREE TIMES PER YEAR - $16.00 U.S.

ALL TAKEN UP WITH "EVANGELICALISM!" when "EVANGELICALISM!" ("APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!") is going to speak with "THE VOICE OF A DRAGON!" REV. 13:11 TO 18. And the JEWS that are running this Church have TURNED OUR HEADS FROM THE "EVANGELICAL "IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" TO "ROMANISM-THE BEAST!" THUS THEY "CRUCIFY!" GC 445. 1884 GC 278. EW 261. SG 1:171-2.


Just to see what the "UP AND COMING!" SDA MINISTRY IS STUDYING-!!! NO "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" What does THIS "APOSTATE!" of BABYLON say - ??? And what does THAT-ONE-SAY-??? The WHOLE MESS - know what the LEADERSHIP WANT - don't "GIVE-A-DAMN!" what "THE SOP WANTS!" QUOTE THIS "BABYLONIAN HERETIC!" and THE OTHER ONE! and 44 MORE! But when it comes to "PAULINE LETTERS!" 14 pages by "DAVID A. DeSILVA" what does ELLEN WHITE THINK - BAH-!!! Well surely when we come to "GEORGE R. KNIGHT!" and 2 SUBJECTS - SURELY HE WILL AT LEAST "MENTION!" HER - ??? NOT A CHANCE - !!! OH! HOW I WOULD LIKE TO TEAR INTO THEM - !!! BY WHAT RIGHT DO THEY CALL THEMSELVES: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?" What are they doing - ROOTING AROUND in the SEWERS of BABYLON - ??? THEY READ BABYLON - PREACH BABYLON - RESPECT BABYLON - PAY $190.00 - $49.95 - $19.95 - $22.95 - $15.99 - $37.50 - $8.95 - $9.95 - $34.50 - for the BOOKS OF BABYLON! "OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS!" - (PRESBYTERIANISM!) - "WM. B. EERDMANS" - (EVANGELICALISM!) - "DOUBLEDAY" - (A MARGINAL JEW!) - can even deal on: "PURITISM AND THE SABBATH!" or "EARLY AMERICAN METHODISM!" - "JOHN WESLEY!" - AND NEVER MENTION THE "ELLEN HARMON" or "JAMES WHITE" FAMILIES - !!! LIKE AS THOUGH WE ARE ON A DIFFERENT WAVELENGTH - !!! KNOW NOTHING OF IT - !!!
NOSE TO THE GRINDSTONE AND NEVER LOOK UP - !!!

WHAT ARE THE "UP-AND-COMING!" MINISTRY BEING TAUGHT?
WHAT ABOUT "CHARISMATICS!" AND "PENTECOSTALISM!"-???
When they DO get around to MENTION "ELLEN G. WHITE!
"it is on p.88 and "RONALD L. NUMBERS!" and another go at: "A NEW
PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF ELLEN WHITE!" You ought to be
THRILLED to pay $49.95 for 355 pages! By "THE UNIVERSITY
OF TENNESSEE PRESS!" DISPARAGING! SATANIC! JUST LIKE
SHE SAID - !!! WE BELIEVE HER MORE - NOT LESS - !!!

WHEN ARE THE STANDISHES - THE WHEELINGS -
THE OSBORNES - THE VANCE FERRERLS -
GOING TO STOP KIDDING THEMSELVES AND US -
AND TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT "MASS HYPNOTISM!"

WHAT ELSE IS IT - ???
WHAT ELSE IS "APOSTATE PRO-
TESTANTISM - ???" IS THAT "ADVENTISM-???" WILL
"APOSTASY-IN-THE-CHURCH!" prepare the way for "THE
IMAGE TO THE BEAST - ???
Will they get the "POWER!" and
be the "HEAD!" and not the "TAIL?" (THE "FROOM!" SLOGAN
- THE "MASONIC LODGE!" SLOGAN.) THE "ONE-WORLDER
Mafia!" SLOGAN. THE "SECRET SOCIETY!" SLOGAN. THE
"HEATHEN RITES AND CUSTOMS!" GC 443. We thought
ancient "PAGANISM!" was kind of HARMLESS - we did not
know that they were "NIHILISTS!" - "MASS-MURDERERS!" -
"KILLERS!" - RULE BY "FORCE!" "MAYHEM!"

"SOUGHT THE SUPPORT OF THE...CIVIL GOVERNMENT!"

GC 443. "It was APOSTASY THAT LED THE EARLY CHURCH
TO SEEK THE AID OF THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT AND THIS
PREPARED THE WAY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
"PAPACY!" - "THE BEAST!"...SO "APOSTASY!" IN THE
"CHURCH!" WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR "THE IMAGE OF THE
BEAST!" GC 443-4.

"...IN THE PROTESTANT CHURCHES...A UNION BASED UPON
COMMON POINTS OF DOCTRINE..."EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
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DENOMINATIONS!"..."EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!" AND "UNIVERSAL CREEED!"...it will be only a STEP to the RESORT TO "FORCE!" (ROMANISM-???) "WHEN THE LEADING CHURCHES OF THE UNITED STATES, UNITING UPON SUCH POINTS OF DOCTRINE AS ARE HELD BY THEM "IN COMMON!" SHALL INFLUENCE THE STATE TO "ENFORCE THEIR DECREES!" and to "SUSTAIN THEIR INSTITUTIONS!" THEN "PROTESTANT AMERICA" will have formed an "IMAGE!" of the ROMAN HIERARCHY, and the INFILTRATION OF "CIVIL PENALTIES!" WILL INEVITABLY RESULT!" GC 445. (See how it reads in 1884 GC 278.) (IS IT ROMANISM-???)

(IS IT "ROMANISM - ROMANISM - ROMANISM - ???")

"...when the PROTESTANT CHURCHES shall seek the AID of the CIVIL POWER!" GC 445.

"AS THE TIME COMES FOR "THE LOUD CRY!"...

ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!...THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS (OF ADVENTISTS) HAVE NEVER LISTENED TO WORDS LIKE THESE. IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE (STRAIGHT) TESTIMONY (NOT THAT IT WILL CONVERT THEM!) THAT "BABYLON!" IS "THE CHURCH, FALLEN..." 1884 GC 424. GC 606-7.

"THE CHURCH APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM OF CIVIL POWER, AND IN THIS WORK, PAPISTS ARE SOLICITED (BY ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!) TO COME TO THE HELP OF "PROTESTANTS!" (DO WE SEE IT IN "THE TRADEMARK NAME?" OR ARE WE "BLIND!" - ???

WHO MADE THE FIRST MOVE - THE "IRON!" OR THE "CLAY?"

ONCE THEY SET "ROMANISTS!" OVER THEM -- THEY WILL RUN WITH THE BALL AND JOINTLY ISSUE THE: "DEATH DECREES!" MAGEN & SPAULDING 1,2. "THE CHURCH!" USES AND PAYS
"CATHOLIC AND AFFILIATE LAWYERS!" - ¼ MILLION $’S HOLDING FEE! SO ANXIOUS TO "GET!" THESE "DISSIDENTS!" THEY GO TO ANY LENGTH (ANY DEPTH!) "THE CHURCH APPEALS TO THE STRONG ARM OF CIVIL POWER, and in this Work, PAPISTS ARE SOLICITED TO COME TO THE HELP OF (ADVENTIST) PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425 and much the same - YOUR GC 607. (TURN THE NEXT PAGE AND SEE ADVENTISTS WILL BE KEEPING "SUNDAY!" BY THIS TIME!" 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608.)

WHAT ELSE NEED BE SAID - ???

IS IT: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" - ???

("AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION!") "...TO CREATE A PUBLIC IMAGE...WITHIN THE REACH OF THE MULTITUDES...TO PLACE EMPHASIS ON THE NONCONTROVERSIAL TRUTHS SHARED "IN COMMON!" WITH ALL CHRISTIANITY!" R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. (DID YOUR "PREACHER!" PASS THIS - ??? HE DID NOT HAVE THE GUTS TO ASK: "SUCH AS WHAT-???" DO YOU - ??? OR DO YOU GO ALONG WITH THE BEDTIME MAXELL BOOK THAT HIT THE PRESS THE NEXT YEAR AND HE GASPED HIS LAST IN THE MIDDLE OF IT - the Lord is TALKING - are we LISTENING - ????)

SECRET SOCIETIES - MASONIC ASSASSINS!


"SECRET ORGANIZATIONS." by JOSEPH CLARKE. "SECRET ORDERS...You speak of the "CHARITY!" of your ORDER...your SOCIETY spends THREE DOLLARS out of every four in keeping ITSELF in motion; while only one in four is used for "CHARITY!" It is only a "DIVIDEND!" you pay to "STOCKHOLDERS!" It is a kind of "INSURANCE COMPANY"...paying HEAVY FEES...Often the WORTHY POOR, when SICK, are put off with such as is really NO COMFORT OR CHARITY."

"I could speak of many such OBJECTIONS to SECRET SOCIETIES; for instance, that they are CLANDISH in their tendency. This principle works out occasionally, as in COMMUNISM and VIGILANCE COMMITTEES, which are often only ORGANIZED MOBS, led on by HOTHEADED DEMAGOGUES. In the Old World, where NIihilism with its GODLESS PRINCIPLES sits in SECRET CONCLAVE, and ASSASSINATES with BRUTAL
FURY and RECKLESS ZEAL, FEARFUL SCENES are enacted, and no one knows who strikes the BLOW. SECRET ASSASSINATION is the legitimate outgrowth of "SECRET SOCIETIES."...There is an OATH OF SECRECY, meetings are held in SECRET...How often the PRAYER MEETING is forsaken for the "LODGE ROOM!" How many "PROFESSORS!" of RELIGION pay their FEE to the ORDER, but neglect the payment of their CHURCH DUES!...if the RIGHTEOUS are scarcely saved, I must leave NO DUTY NEGLECTED, nor load myself with any WEIGHTS but such as the GOSPEL IMPOSES. Christ's yoke is easy..." (SELECTED AND EMPHASIZED.) R&H 1:328.

EVEN IF MORE AND MORE "ADVENTISTS!" CAN BE NUMBERED IN THE RANKS OF "FREEMASONRY!"

It is not all that "FREE!"

As we look back at some LEADERS and their MYSTERIOUS (SECRET!) MACHINATIONS - PLOTTING - CONSPIRACIES (SUCH AS FATHER SABBASTIAN FROOM!) we see where he was coming from - !!! ELLEN WHITE was not exactly SILENT about FREEMASONRY when she wrote:

"...cut yourself LOOSE from the FREEMASON LODGE and ALL that relates to this SOCIETY. It is NOT SAFE for you to have ANY PART with this SECRET ORDER. Those who stand under the BLOOD-STAINED BANNER of PRINCE IMMANUEL cannot be UNITED with the FREEMASON or with any SECRET ORGANIZATION. THE "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" will NOT be placed upon ANYONE who maintains SUCH A CONNECTION...The Lord says, "COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye "SEPARATE!"...and touch not the UNCLEAN THING; and I will receive you...and ye shall be MY SONS AND MY DAUGHTERS, saith the LORD ALMIGHTY!" EV. 622. (1893.)

THEN SHE GOES ON TO SAY THOSE WHO "BIND THEMSELVES!" to "SECRET SOCIETIES" will be INVOLVED with SATAN when he appears. EV. 623.

Do you enjoy the company of "ATHEISTS - INFIDELS - TIPPLERS - DRUNKARDS - TOBACCO DEVOTEES?" EV. 619. THE POWER OF ASSOCIATION IS GREATER THAN WE WOULD
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LIKE TO BELIEVE – !!! Did you ever hear – you get like the
"COMPANY YOU KEEP – ???" "BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK
TOGETHER."

THE AVERAGE PERSON IN THE WORLD –
WHETHER RELIGIOUS OR NOT RELIGIOUS –
IF HE IS ASKED –

"WHAT RELIGION DO YOU BELONG TO?" IF HE SAYS "NONE!" HE IS "AT ONCE!" SHUNNED LIKE AS THOUGH HE HAS
"LEPROSY!" He is a "NOTHING!" and LESS than "NOTHING!"
They do not want to hear WHAT he believes – he is PRE-
JUDGED! He is NO GOOD – NEVER WAS! WOMEN, ESPECIALLY
like to be known as being "RELIGIOUS!" What kind, is not
important, as long as it is "ONE – !!!"

SO YOU HAVE TWO STRIKES AGAINST YOU IF YOU HAVE "NO RELIGION!"
IF YOU SAY YOU HAD A "RELIGION!" or your FAMILY had a RELIGION –
AND YOU DROPPED IT – that is "ANATHEMA!"
INEXCUSABLE! YOU MUST HAVE! SOME RELIGION!

THAT IS TWO STRIKES AGAINST YOU – then if you have the
"WRONG!" RELIGION – that is THREE STRIKES AGAINST YOU –
and you are "OUT!" That is why the "SENSELESS MOB!" get so
WORKED UP AT A BALL GAME! You MUST have a "FAVORITE
PLAYER!" and a "FAVORITE TEAM!" on which you will "BET!"
Some bet their "LIFE SAVINGS!" What a letdown to "LOSE!"
MANY belong to a "CHURCH!" for no better reason than that it
is "THE BIGGEST ONE!" There is going to be a lot of "LET-
DOWNS!" (AND SUICIDES!) when they find they were on the
"LOSING TEAM!" WOULD YOU LIKE TO BELIEVE THIS:

ALL TRUE CHRISTIANS WILL BE ON THE "LOSING TEAM!"
They will be DRIVEN "OUT!" HATED! "OSTRACIZED!"
UNTIL "THE VOICE OF GOD" HOUR!
WHEN THEIR "CAPTIVITY!" WILL BE "TURNED!"
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WHAT A RAPTURIOUS JOY THAT WILL BE - !!! WHAT A SICKENING "LET DOWN!!" IT WILL BE - IF WE ARE "MADE!!" TO "BOW-AT-THE-FEET!!" OF THE SAINTS - as is recorded in "MY FIRST VISION!!" EW 15. WTF 12,14. When we have looked up ALL the REFERENCES in the SOP on: "MASONRY!" - "FREE-MASONRY!" - "MASONIC ORDER!" - "MASONIC LODGES!" - and especially "SECRET ORGANIZATIONS!"

KING SAUL "INQUIRED!" OF THE "WITCH OF ENDOR!"

and THAT was his LAST TEST - he had NO MORE - !!! WATCH THIS: "THE MYSTIC VOICES THAT SPOKE AT EKRON AND ENDOR are still, by their LYING WORDS, misleading the children of men. THE PRINCE OF DARKNESS has but appeared in a NEW GUISE. THE HEATHEN ORACLES of Ages long past have their COUNTERPART in the SPIRITUALISTIC MEDIUMS, the CLAIRVOYANTS and FORTUNE TELLERS OF TODAY. The MYSTERIES of HEATHEN WORSHIP are replaced by "SECRET SOCIETIES" and "SEANCES!" (If you get up to 33° MASONRY - do they JOIN HANDS IN A CIRCLE - "INQUIRING!" of the "SPIRITS!" and is that why it is "SECRET!" and is that why 33° ADVENTIST LEADERS come up - "SUDDENLY!" with such "CRAZY!" UNHEARD OF "SOPHISTRIES!" as $500.00 a day FINES on account of some STUPID "NAME!" THAT SR. WHITE QUIT USING - and such RIDICULOUS BOSH THAT OTHER "33° MASONS!" are ORDERED TO ADOPT such as "UNLIMITED!" or "UNCONDITIONAL!" - "LOVE!" which any clear thinking Christian could see is "INSANITY!!")

"THE MYSTERIES OF HEATHEN WORSHIP"

are replaced by the "SECRET ASSOCIATIONS!" and "SEANCES!", the OBSCURITIES and WONDERS, of the "SORCERERS!" of our TIME!...THE PATH TO "HELL!!" EV. 608-9.

"SHOULD WE JOIN SECRET SOCIETIES?" SM 2:120.

"Be ye not unequally YOKED with UNBELIEVERS: for what FELLOWSHIP hath "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" with "UNRIGHTEOUSNESS?" and what COMMUNION hath "LIGHT!" with "DARKNESS?" and what CONCORD hath CHRIST with BELIAL?"... Wherefore come "OUT!" from among them,...
...and be ye SEPARATE! saith the Lord!" EV. p.121.
"...DESTROY their ALTARS, BREAK their IMAGES, and CUT
DOWN their GROVES; for thou shalt worship NO-OTHER-GOD:
for the LORD, whose NAME! is "JEALOUS!" is a JEALOUS
"GOD!"..."ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES, O ye people, and ye shall
be BROKEN-IN-PIECES!...SAY YE NOT, "A CONFEDERACY!"
neither FEAR ye THEIR "FEAR!" nor be afraid...FREEMASONS
and other SECRET SOCIETIES!" EV. 122. "I ask you who take
PLEASURE in these ASSOCIATIONS, who LOVE the GATHERING
for INDULGENCE in WIT and MERRIMENT and FEASTING. Do you
take JESUS with you?" EV. 125. "The PRESENCE of CHRIST
IS UNKNOWN in these GATHERINGS...these SOCIETIES that
have NO CONNECTION WITH GOD...who turn the TRUTH of God
into a LIE...there is a GREAT GULF FIXED!...TARES for the FIRES
of DESTRUCTION!...KNOW YE NOT THAT THE FRIENDSHIP OF
THE WORLD IS ENMITY WITH GOD? (You may not be - only
TRY to be!) WHOSOEVER THEREFORE "WILL BE!" a "FRIEND!"
of the World - "IS!" the ENEMY-OF-GOD! JAMES 4:4." SM
2:126-7.

NEED I GO ON - ??? THOSE WHO CONNECT THEMSELVES

WITH "WORLDLY ASSOCIATIONS!" who choose "UNGODLY
SOCIETIES!" - WORLDLY "CUSTOMS!" "THEY BECOME SPIRIT-
UALLY "BLIND!" and their "NOBLE SHIP!" will HIT A "ROCK!" at
"MIDNIGHT!" and they will be "AWAKENED!" to see their
"HOPELESS CONDITION!" and "WITH THE SHIP THEY SANK - TO
RISE NO MORE!" (STILL SM 2:128.) But keep on READING and
find the "VOWS!" the "SECRECY!" the "PLEDGES!" to the AMA
- to the FDA - to the MOSSAD (FOLKENBERG-GOLDSTEIN-
JEWS) "THEY ARE SATAN'S TRAPS!" SM 2:131. (And don't
forget: "THE NEW AGE!")

"CHRISTIANS MUST SEVER EVERY TIE THAT BINDS THEM

TO THESE SECRET ORDERS...ARE TRUSTING TO A STAFF

THAT WILL BE BROKEN IN PIECES...EVERY DOLLAR PAID

INTO THESE "ORGANIZATIONS!" IS AS TRULY TURNED AWAY
FROM THE CAUSE OF GOD AS IF SUNK INTO THE OCEAN!" SM
2:132-3.
I WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE GOING THROUGH

ALL THE REFERENCES GIVEN IN THE INDEXES – BUT I WANT TO COME TO THE BIGGEST COLOSSUS OF ALL and the "CHURCH!" and "PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS!" who are NOTHING but an EXTENSION of the "CHURCH!" and the TALMUDIC JEWS that are RUNNING IT INTO THE GROUND – STAY WITH THEM IN SPITE OF MASS-HYPNOSIS or anything else that is EXPLODING SUDDENLY – that a FEW of us SAW and were RIDICULED FOR – 50 YEARS AGO – !!! We were kept ALIVE by a FEW who also SAW the HANDWRITING ON THE WALL – !!!

A MASSIVE EXPOSÉ THAT TOOK COURAGE

and DEDICATION and YEARS OF INSIGHT – to tell us what is COMING TO A HEAD in THE END OF AUGUST – 1993 – !!! And WHY we are CUTTING AHEAD of all other PUBLICATIONS we are in the PROCESS of PREPARING – but we are CUTTING AHEAD as ANN DeMICHAEL–HOEHN BROUGHT THIS OVER as she did YEARS AGO with the "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE!" as TWO CHURCHES EYE EACH OTHER in COL 4:6. THAT URIAH SMITH–BOURDEAU and the JEWS THEY WENT BY – DID NOT WANT TO PRINT – OR KEPT ON THE SHELVES – !!! THEIR SECRET MANIPULATIONS ARE COMING TO A HEAD THE END OF AUGUST 1993 AS 100 OF THEIR TOP GUNS OF CHURCH AND STATE MEET TO UNITE IN THEIR PLANS TO BRING ABOUT WHAT BUSH AND GORBACHEV worked at DAY and NIGHT for a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!" as their PLAN to avert WORLDWIDE DESTRUCTION and the MANIPULATIONS that resulted in the BREAK–UP of the SOVIET UNION and those who ANALYZE from a WORLD–WIDE PERSPECTIVE openly call "OCCULT (DEVIL INSPIRED) FORCES!" How does the ISLAMIC WORLD prepare for this? The BILDERBERGERS – the WORLD BANK – the TRILATARIANS –

AND THE ADVENTISTS THAT ARE GOING TO BE "THE HEAD!" AND NOT "THE TAIL!" WHO WILL HAVE THEIR FINGERS IN THE PIE – ???

NO ONE CAN ANSWER THIS QUESTION EXCEPT ONE WHO GOES BY:
"THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" (THE ANSWER IS NOWHERE ELSE – !!!)
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WE HAVE MADE IT OUR LIFE'S STUDY TO KEEP TRACK OF "EVENTS!" and in their "ORDER!" - how does the "SEALING!" effect the CHURCH - THE PEOPLE OF GOD - THE "OUTCASTS!" (Who are the LARGEST "CHURCH!" BY FAR - PERHAPS DOUBLE - EVEN UP TO FOUR TIMES AS MANY!) "ROMANISM!" in the OLD WORLD and "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" and "SPIRITUALISM!" in the NEW! HOW WILL THIS AFFECT THE NATIONS?

ARE NONE SO "BLIND!" AS THE LEADERS OF THIS "CHURCH!"

DO WE HAVE TO HAVE "WISE MEN!" COME FROM THE "EAST?"

"CHRISTIAN NEWS" - Rt. 1, Box 309A, NEW HAVEN, MO.


"SPECIAL ISSUE!" - "FREEMASONRY and RELIGION!" EDITOR: Herman Otten. (A LUTHERAN ORGAN.) An on-going SERIES of ARTICLES REVEALING WHO ARE 33° MASONS in CHURCH and STATE. "CHRISTIAN NEWS" for MAY 24, 1993 is very revealing. As shown in the "SCOTTISH RITE" Magazine. HARRY TRUMAN - NORMAN VINCENT PEALE (FROOM'S HERO - WAS HE ONE, TOO? ???) AND HOW MANY OTHERS?) - BILLY GRAHAM - BAPTIST and SOUTHERN BAPTIST OFFICIALS - BAYLOR UNIVERSITY - FREEMASONRY WELCOMES TO ITS RANKS - JEWS - MUSLIMS - BUDDHISTS - ALL GOOD MEN OF WHATEVER RELIGION - WILL ROGERS - MASONIC RITUALS - KNIGHTS TEMPLAR - UNITED METHODIST - GEORGE WASHINGTON - FURMAN UNIVERSITY - THEODORE ROOSEVELT - GERALD FORD - RABBI SIDNEY S. GUTHMEN - "THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN!" - HIGH OFFICIALS OF YALE, EMORY, AUBURN - DISCIPLES, CHRISTIAN, AND CHURCH OF CHRIST - ANKERBERG (JOHN) ARGUES THAT "COIL'S MASONIC ENCYCLOPEDIA" TALKS DIFFERENT THAN SOME 33° MASONS CLAIM - !!! MASONS GO BY "SIGNS, SYMBOLS and SILLINESS" - "ANTI-MASONS CLAIM PAGAN "SATANIC" SYMBOLS - JIMMY CARTER - JESSE HELMS - GOOD IN ALL RELIGIONS - PAUL TILLICH - KARL BARTH - REINHOLD NIEBUHR - SOREN KIERKEGAARD - "BROTHERLY LOVE!" - (ADVENTISTS HAVE BEEN MAKING SUCH NOISES LATELY!) - (ALSO THEIR 'god' IS A "FRIEND OF ALL!") HMSR SAID HE "LOVES!" "THE CANNIBAL AT HIS CANNIBAL FEAST!" - SOUNDS LIKE A 33° MASONIC LODGE OFFICIAL IN "THE SCOTTISH RITE JOURNAL" - ADDS TO THE LIST - ADOLPH HITLER - BENITO MUSSOLINI - FRANCISCO FRANCO - AYATOLLAH KHOMEINI - (DR. ROBERT MOREY IN A SPECIAL BOOK) -
"FREEMASONRY BEGAN IN 1717 - A GENTLEMAN'S CLUB - MET IN "TAVERNS" TO TALK - DRINK - SMOKE - PLAY CARDS - OR SIT AND READ - NO WOMEN EVER ALLOWED - THE BULK OF THE MEMBERSHIP - HAD NEVERKnown A HARD DAY'S LABOR.

JOHN ANKERBERG AND JOHN WELDON SAY:

Masons teach that all men - Muslims - Jews - Hindus - Mormons - Buddhists - and Christians - (and presumed "Adventists!") are the spiritual "SONS OF GOD!" (All have "Immortal Souls!"

PAUL FISHER'S - "BEHIND THE LODGE DOOR!"

AND OF COURSE THE LIBERAL CLERGY WOULD CONDEMN

MASONRY FOR TEACHING "SALVATION!" BY "CHARACTER!"

BUT NOT: "THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL!" - THE
"SHRINERS!" ALLEGEDLY KEEP 71% OF $21.7 MILLION RAISED.
- CIRCUSES SPONSORED BY THE SHRINE GENERATED $23
MILLION IN 1985, BUT LESS THAN 2% WENT TO MEDICAL CARE
OF CHILDREN - ALSO IN 1984, THE SHRINE HOSPITALS
RECEIVED ONLY 1% OF AN ESTIMATED $17.5 MILLION
COLLECTED FROM SHRINE CIRCUSES -

PAUL FISHER - A ROMAN CATHOLIC SAYS..."ORGANIZED
TO ADVANCE KABBALISTIC GNOSTICISM!" - IT TEACHES US

TO REVERE (HONOR AND RESPECT) EVERY BOOK OF
FAITH...JOINING HANDS WITH ISLAM - TAKE OATH ON THE
KORAN - AND WITH THE HINDU - "RELIGION IS ONE!" - THE
CHRISTIAN - THE HEBREW - THE MOSLEM - THE BRAHMAN -
THE FOLLOWERS OF CONFUCIUS AND ZOROASTER...BAALIM -
SHINTOISM...OFFICIALLY PROHIBITING ALL DISCUSSION OF
CHRIST FROM LODGE ACTIVITIES. (THEY RECOMMEND BOOKS
TO READ THAT EXPOSE THE MACHINATIONS AND TEACHINGS
OF "MASONRY!" BUT IT DEPENDS WHO WROTE THE BOOK -
??? THOSE AT VARIANCE WITH "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"
AND "THE BIBLE!" - AS THE MASONS - ???)

WE WENT HALFWAY THROUGH THIS "CHRISTIAN NEWS!"

AND WE THINK WE SHOULD CUT IT OFF AS UNPROFITABLE

TO GO ANY FURTHER! (Unless we pick out an ITEM or TWO!)
And ZERO IN on the REAL DANGER OF FREEMASONRY -
SECRECY - OATHS OF SECRECY - ASSASSINATIONS. TO GET
THEIR OWN MEN ELECTED - !!! AND THAT IS THE DANGER OF
AUGUST 28, 1993. ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND ONE
WORLD RELIGION. AND WHAT IS OR WILL BE: "ADVENTISM'S!"
RELATION TO IT! We have been following the "SOP" for
YEARS TO DETERMINE THEIR ROLE IN THE "CABALA!" - A
"JUNTO" A FEW MEN UNITED IN CLOSE DESIGN TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE MANY - !!! WE HAVE DOZENS OF
REFERENCES COMPUTERIZED BUT IT WOULD TAKE TWO WEEKS
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TO DIG THEM OUT. SHE CALLED THEM: "A CABALA!" ALSO A: "JUNTO!"

OR AS YOU KNOW - A "CONFEDERACY!"

"SAY YE NOT, "A CONFEDERACY!" NEITHER FEAR YE THEIR FEAR, NOR BE AFRAID. SANCTIFY THE LORD OF HOSTS HIMSELF; AND LET HIM BE YOUR FEAR - !!! AND LET HIM BE YOUR DREAD..."TO THE LAW AND TO THE TESTIMONY; IF THEY SPEAK NOT ACCORDING TO THIS WORD, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM!" TM 463. "NO CONFEDERACY SHOULD BE FORMED WITH UNBELIEVERS!" TM 462. "Thus the REJECTORS of LIGHT...FEELING that they have had quite a STRONG CONFEDERACY..."TRUTH is FALLEN IN THE STREET!"...The "MALARIA!" of UNBELIEF!...nigh and afar off!" TM 342. (280.) "STUDY THE TESTIMONIES...LINE UPON LINE...HERE A LITTLE AND THERE A LITTLE...FOR THEMSELVES - !!! SM 3:358-9. EW 277. T3:254,359,361. RH 3:102. ST 1:348. TM 463. T8:160-1. PK 570. CWE 90. T7:106.
100 AND MORE TOP-FLIGHT MASONs CONVERGING FROM ALL 
THE WORLD AT END OF AUGUST - FIRST OF SEPTEMBER - 
1993. We do not have long to wait to see what part 
"ADVENTISTS!" will take. We go by the "SEALING!" in EZEKIEL 
9 on account of the "ABOMINATIONS!" in EZEKIEL 8. WHAT IS 
THE WORST "ABOMINATION!" OF ALL-???. About 5 & 20 
ADVENTIST MINISTERS going up the HILL to greet the RISING 
SUN the only TIME the SUN IS DUE EAST - on EASTER 
SUNRISE MORNING!

SATAN HONORS HIS "SUNDAY!" BY APPEARING ON HIS FAVORITE DAY - !!!

FROM A "FLYING SAUCER!" 1884 GC 442. GC 624-5.

WILL THE MASONs PUT ON A "DRESS REHEARSAL?"

AND PASS THEIR MULTITUDINOUS "LAWS!" TO GET READY 
FOR NEXT "EASTER!" LAWS IN PLACE! IF IT IS "TIME!" THEY 
WILL BE ABLE TO PERFORM THE "MIRACLES!" THAT: "...WILL 
BRING "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" TO-THE-TEST!" SM 2:53. 
AND SM 2:54 and MM 88 shows they will "ASTOUND THE 
BEAST!" and the WORLD as they bring down "THE!" from God 
out of Heaven! IS THIS THE TIME - ???.

IF IT IS - IF THE ADVENTISTS ARE POLISHING UP THEIR ACT -

PROBATION ABOUT TO CLOSE FOR THEM - T9:97.

Things will go, as she said: "WITH THE SPEED OF "LIGHT-
NING!" AND ABOVE ALL - A "SHUT DOOR!" WE HAVE STUDIED 
THAT "SHUT DOOR!" since SR. ANN said: "LET US MAKE A 
"TEN VIRGIN PARABLE" (ABOUT 1962.) NOW AGAIN WE 
WANT TO REVIEW THE INGREDIENTS:

MATT. 25. COL 406.

JUNE 26, 1993 - WE PREPARED THIS:
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(A) Five of the ten VIRGINS "JOIN!" THE "PROCESSION!"
(ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!")
(B) THE POPULAR 1993 "AWAKENING!" (STANDISH-WIELAND-
OSBORNE-FERRELL) and the LIKE.
(C) ARE DETERMINED TO THE DEATH THAT THEY WILL "NOT!"
JOIN ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!"
(D) BUT THE LORD SAYS: "(THE WISE) "JOINED!" THE
THRONG..."
(E) "AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" COL 406 (416). THIS GIVES
THE "TIME!"
(F) THAT DR. RUE WAS SO ANXIOUS TO FIND OUT—!!! WHAT
IS THAT "TIME?"
(G) WHEN THE "FOOLISH!" ARE ALSO READY TO "JOIN!" AN-
OTHER "MOVEMENT!"
(H) THE SADDEST WORDS ON HUMAN TONGUE: "I KNOW YOU
NOT!" COL 413 (422).
(I) "...TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied!" COL 412
(421).
(J) YOU WHO GO BY YOUR PERVERTED UNDERSTANDING OF
SC 62
(K) AND ARE DETERMINED TO LISTEN TO NOTHING ELSE – AT
LEAST
(L) BRINSMEAD AND WRIGHT WERE PAID: "40 PIECES OF
SILVER!"
(M) FOR SELLING THEIR SOUL TO HEPPENSTALL – "CHARAC-
TER GIVEN AS A "GIFT!"
(N) SOULS ARE GOING MIGHTY CHEAP NOW–A–DAYS–!!! THEY
THROW THEIR SOULS AWAY!
(O) WOULD YOU GO BY THE WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE–??? 200
REFERENCES LIKE THIS:
(P) WHY DO YOU NOT GET EXCITED ABOUT THIS–??? YOU
HAD FOUND THE "FORMULA!"
(Q) "IT IS LEFT WITH US TO REMEDY THE DEFECTS OF OUR
CHARACTERS!" T5:214.
(R) "OUR FALLEN NATURE MUST BE PURIFIED, ENNOBED,
CONSECRATED BY OBEDIENCE
(S) TO THE TRUTH!" T5:235. "PERFECTION OF CHARACTER IS
A LIFELONG WORK!"
(T) "...BY SLOW AND TOILSOME STEPS! WE CANNOT AFFORD
TO MAKE ANY MISTAKE
(U) IN THIS MATTER!" T5:500. (WHY DO YOU THINK "STEPS
to CHRIST!" WAS WRITTEN – ???)
(V) When the "CRISIS!" comes: "SUDDENLY!" and "UNLOOKED
FOR!" it is "TOO LATE!"
(W) "For the Soul's need to be supplied!" COL 412. WHY-???
There is not enough "TIME!"

(X) THE "FOOLISH!" will find they should have STARTED-
MUCH-SOONER! It takes: "TIME!"

(Y) NO. THE DOOR IS NOT OPEN FOREVER as too many
TEACH and IMPLY. They are your "FRIENDS?"

(Z) They are your WORST ENEMIES and you should regard
them as such - "NOW!"

******

SOME HAIR-RAISING TRUTHS -
HOMO SAPIENS ARE PRONE TO THINK -

THAT THEY HAVE PLENTY OF TIME TO ACCEPT THE TRUTH - or
that God will make a "SPECIAL CALL!" in which they will make
a LAST MINUTE REPLY. Do you know how WRONG you can be
- ???. As WRONG as the DEVIL who ALSO THOUGHT - he
would have a "SECOND CHANCE!" If you have the SET OF
FOUR "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" original BOOKS - 1870 - 1877 -
1878 - 1884. You could find the ANSWER in SOP 1:29. SG
1:18, 19. They took the answer OUT when they "REVISED!" this
1870 book in 1890 (20 YEARS LATER - under the FAKE NAME
OF: "PATRIARCHS and PROPHECTS!")

IT WAS BECAUSE THEY WERE ABOUT TO TEAR HER DOWN
FROM A "PROPHET!" TO A RUN-OF-THE-MILL ORDINARY

"COMMENTATOR!" that they TOOK OUT such things that ONLY
A "PROPHET!" could know. Such as that SATAN stopped an
ANGEL passing and wanted an "INTERVIEW!" with CHRIST as
recorded in SOP 1:29 and later in SG 1:18, 19. But this IN NO
WAY could be "PROVEN-FROM-THE-BIBLE!" So they "HAD!" to
CHANGE-THE-BOOKS TO SUIT "URIAH SMITH!" THE ADVENTIST
FALSE PROPHET - who cut the ground out from under her. It
was just about a SOLID PHALANX that opposed her. NOT
WILLING TO ADMIT THAT - ???. Those are NOT our
"LEADERS!" They are a "NOTHING!" And that will be soon
APPARENT! This is NO TIME to play games - our TIME is
GOLDEN and LIMITED.
DO WE WAIT FOR THE "CRISIS!" BEFORE WE ACT - ???

"When a "CRISIS!" finally comes, as it surely will...their "CONFESSIONS!" are "TOO LATE!" and are "NOT-OF-THE-RIGHT-KIND!" T3:271. ("THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER.)

ALL THAT IS LEFT FOR THEM IS TO:

WORSHIP AT OUR FEET! EW 15. THIS CLASS WERE "PROFESSED ADVENTISTS!" WOTF 12. At this "TIME!" it does not help to get "ENRAGED!" and do as WILSON taught them to do - "RUSH VIOLENTLY!" upon us: "TO THRUST US IN PRISON!" for all we would have to do AT-THAT-TIME would be to - "STRETCH FORTH THE HAND IN THE NAME OF THE LORD, and the WICKED (ADVENTISTS) WOULD FALL HELPLESS TO THE GROUND!" WOTF 15. (THIS IS ADDRESSED TO THE REAL AND ONLY: "REMNANT!") EW 30 quotes REV. 3:7-13 where we have: "THE CHURCH IN PHILADELPHIA!" vs "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" which SAY they are "JEWS!" but who "ART NOT, BUT DO LIE!" (They are good "LIARS!") The LORD "WILL MAKE THEM!" come to "WORSHIP BEFORE THY FEET!" and to "KNOW!" what they DENIED VEHEMENTLY up to this MOMENT! I can see that is what they can SCARCELY GET OUT OF THEIR MOUTHS! But for all the YEARS and YEARS they SLANDERED US - the Lord will "MAKE THEM!" BOW AND CONFESS that they were "WRONG!" OH! BOY! WHAT A LET-DOWN FOR THE PROUD AND HAUGHTY CARNAL SCOFFERS - for ONCE get their COME-UPPANCE! By that "TIME!" they might find out WHO are the 144,000-!!! EW 31. They are CALLED what they are! PREACH FOR HIRE! "HIRELING PRIESTS" are led to WORSHIP at the FEET of the SAINTS!" EW 124. Of course, one REASON for this is because they have ALREADY suffered more than ONE "PLAGUE!" And there it tells us if "WE!" want to ESCAPE THAT FATE - we better be "SURE!" to be "SEPARATE!" from those who are "DAILY IMBIBING NEW ERRORS!" EW 124.
ON PAGE #(34) - I SEE WE HAVE SOME CLARIFICATION

TO DO FOR "LAST MINUTE EVENTS!" BOTH "WISE!"

AND "FOOLISH!" BOTH "JOIN!" ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!" THE KEY TO IT ALL is a "CRY!" at "MIDNIGHT!" This is MATTHEW 25:6. This is COL 406.

THERE ARE TWO "CHURCHES!"

THE UNTHINKABLE HAPPENS. SMUG PHARISEE LAODICEAN ADVENTISTS are designated as "ASLEEP!" in this hour. They are a "MOVEMENT!" that are not "MOVING!" With THUNDERING TONES the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" "TO!" not "FROM!" the LAODICEANS informs them that they are "ASLEEP!" "DREAMING!" THE "LIGHTS!" OUT - !!!

THEN THE "CRY!" AT "MIDNIGHT!"

SHATTERS the DEATH-LIKE "SLUMBER!" Now we have THREE ELEMENTS.

(1) A MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" not seen by ADVENTISTS for 100 YEARS! Not willing to admit it YET! ADMIT WHAT-??? The Lord will raise up "OTHERS!" as He said in a DOZEN REFERENCES! That when He does - the TRADITIONAL "CONSERVATIVE CLASS!" (T5:463) "RISE UP!" in FURY and HATRED. EXACTLY as the JEWS DID in the days of Christ. A "MOVEMENT!" of "FISHERMEN!" with no "INSTITUTIONS!" No POLITICAL "RECOGNITION!" Who you had to "JOIN!" if you intended to be "SAVED!" There was no "SALVATION!" under the "HIGH PRIEST!" EVEN IF "JUDAS!" THOUGHT SO - !!!

THIS "PROCESSION!" - "THRONG!" - "COMPANY!"

replace the ADVENTIST CHURCH and all "OFFSHOOTS!" IN FACT THEY ARE "OFFSHOOTS!" FIND THEM IN ISAIAH 11:11, 12. (Here called: "OUTCASTS!") ISAIAH 37:31. JEREMIAH 8:2; 11:23. PSA. 147:2.
THEY ARE *GATHERED* IN ISAIAH 56:8

RH 5:1,53,221-3,245. From among the *DUMB DOGS!* ISAIAH 56:10. T5:211. The *DUMB DOGS!* CAST THEM *OUT!* and promptly FORGOT them. But the LORD did NOT FORGET!

HE KNOCKS ON THE LAODICEAN *SHUT DOOR!*

JUST SO LONG - AND THEN *PASSES BY!*

"THE END is come upon MY PEOPLE OF ISRAEL: I will not again PASS BY them anymore. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in THAT DAY...there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY PLACE; (that people give the *LOUD CRY?*) they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE!" AMOS 8:2,3.

THOSE WHO GO BY THE *WHITE-WASH* ESTATE -

LIKE VANCE FERRELL - come up with a:

COLOSSALLY DUMB FORMULA - try to space *SEALING!* from *SLAUGHTERING!* (WM 469. "THE MESSAGE OF EZEKIEL NINE.") THE TITLE SHOULD BE: "THE MYTHOLOGY OF EZEKIEL NINE!" A lot of *DOUBLE-TALK!* to try to get OUT of ADVENTISTS being SLAIN BEFORE THE WORLD! MY! HOW WE MUST PROTECT THAT CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE-!!! Does GOD go along with *WHITE-WASH* ESTATE - ???

IN ISAIAH - JEREMIAH - EZEKIEL - and the *LESSER PROPHETS!*

When the LORD has ENOUGH of LAODICEAN *DOUBLE-TALK!*

And the setting of *SELF!* on a PEDESTAL - the *LAST!" and *LOST!* Many WRITERS have said that *NOTHING GOOD!* is said of this *CHURCH!* Why should we say anything *GOOD!* if the LORD DOES NOT - ???. He turns His attention to two other *COMPANIES!*

(1) THE "OUTCASTS!" IN THE "11TH HOUR!" LOOK FOR "11TH HOUR!" IN COL 79, 396 to 399. LAODICEA BETTER TREMBLE AT THESE WORDS:
"BUT I SPEAK NOT MY OWN WORDS WHEN I SAY THAT GOD'S SPIRIT WILL "PASS BY!" THOSE WHO "HAD!" THEIR DAY OF TEST AND OPPORTUNITY, but have not DISTINGUISHED THE VOICE OF GOD or appreciated the MOVINGS of HIS SPIRIT. Then THOUSANDS IN the 11th HOUR will SEE and ACKNOWLEDGE the TRUTH. (Matt. 20:1-16) ...These CONVERSIONS to TRUTH will be made with a RAPIDITY that will SURPRISE the CHURCH!" SM 2:16.

PASSING BY - !!!

"If you neglect or treat with "INDIFFERENCE!" (T1:180) the "WARNINGS!" that GOD has given...GRACE, PEACE, AND PARDON will be FOREVER WITHDRAWN; JESUS will have "PASSED BY!" - NEVER AGAIN to come within reach of your PRAYERS and ENTREATIES!" T6:262,405. (Do you ever check OTHER QUOTATIONS that it took YEARS to TABULATE - ???)

OR DO YOU LET "WHITE-WASH!"


DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS SAYING "LOUD AND CLEAR?" THE WAY TO BE LOST - is to do "NOTHING!" WAIT FOR CHRIST (AS RDB SAID!) "TO DO IT ALL-!!!!"

WE KNEW THAT TO BE "CARELESS!" AND "INDIFFERENT!" WAS FATAL - we saw that in T1:180. EW 270. But did we see: (It would also be "STUPID!" as well as:)

RAW "SPIRITUALISM - ???"

THAT IDIOT IN CHARGE OF "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" FOR JULY 1, 1993. p.5 (669.) IF WE HAD PAID ATTENTION TO "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER - (GC 554. 1884 GC 374.)
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AND WERE AWARE THAT:

"PROTESTANTISM!" (ADVENTISM!) WOULD BE "FOREMOST!" (THEY ALWAYS AVOWED THEY WOULD BE: "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL") "FOREMOST!" TO: "STRETCH HER HAND ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!"
1884 GC 405. (GC 588.)

"A GOD OF "LOVE!" IS PRESENTED!"

You never saw such IRRESPONSIBLE "LOVE-Slobber!" (RAW, OPEN "SPIRITUALISM!") BY ROBERT L. DALE, "VICE PRESIDENT NORTH AMERICAN DIVISION!" He is going to have "NO FAILURE!" by SMOTHERING everybody (like the HARLOTS of HOLLYWOOD - 75% of whom end up "SUICIDES!" (YOU NEVER KNEW - did you?) THAT SATAN'S "SECRET WEAPON!" is: "...as an ANGEL OF LIGHT!"...HIS ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF "LOVE!" AND "CHARITY!" GC 554. 1884 GC 405. (FIND IT IN THAT "ADVENT REVIEW!" "RAW, OPEN "SPIRITUALISM!"


WE HAVE SEEN FOR YEARS:

(THREE "LOUD CRY" CHAPTER, THE "CRY!" AT MIDNIGHT) "As the TEACHINGS of "SPIRITUALISM!" are ACCEPTED by the CHURCHES, no real RESTRAINT is IMPOSED upon the CARNAL... the "PROFESSION" of "RELIGION!" becomes a CLOAK to CONCEAL the BASEST INIQUITY..." "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" AS THESE WARNINGS "JOIN!" THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE, IT SWELLS TO "A LOUD CRY!" 1884 GC 422.

(((((((((((((

(IRRESPONSIBLE "LOVE=SLOBBER-???") "THE MOST FEARFUL THREATENING EVER ADDRESSED TO MORTALS-!!!!...THE WRATH OF GOD UNMINGLED WITH MERCY-!!!!" (Do we have ANY idea what that means-???) 1884 GC 282. GC 449.

(((((((((((((

ARE THESE THEOLOGICAL CLOWNS GIVING THAT MESSAGE-?? STARTED BY WILSON: "LOVE UNLIMITED-!!!" We thought THAT was the "OMEGA" AS FAR AS THEY COULD GO - but "NO!" They could go ONE BETTER - !!!

ONE "OMEGA" PILE! ON TOP OF ANOTHER - !!!

(HAL LINDSEY - "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" p.219.) THE "LOVE!" OF GOD IS NOW: "UNCONDITIONAL!" THE SAME BOOK: "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS!" p.152 is: "LEGALISM!" - seeking to live for God by the PRINCIPLES of the LAW - is the FIRST and WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS!" (p.154.) "...LAW, ANY KIND OF LAW! you have CUT OFF THE "POWER!" OF CHRIST IN YOUR LIFE!" (p.163.)

"...there is NOTHING we have to DO to earn favor with God... OUR ACCEPTANCE is based on "CHRIST'S PERFORMANCE "FOR" US...we are NO LONGER under "LAW!" but under "GRACE!" (p.164-5.)

(((((((((((((

"DOCTRINES OF DEMONS!...the DEVASTATING effects of "LEGALISM! on the Church...keeping them under "LAW!" is
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WHEN ONE SUCH "JACK-ASS!" BRAYS IN THE CALIFORNIA BREEZE - "JACK-ASSES!" ALL AROUND THE WORLD PICK UP THE THEME - !!!! INCLUDING "ROY A. ANDERSON!" instructor of SDA MINISTERS A DECADE OR TWO AGO - NOW THE BRAYING IS PERPETUATED (THE BRINSMead-FORD-HEPPLEnSTALL "AWAKENING!" DOGMA!) by "ADVENTISTS REVIEW!" by "ROBERT L. DALE!" - VICE PRESIDENT NORTH AMERICAN DIVISION! AND A THOUSAND! (TEN THOUSAND!) little Muppets trying to get on the SAME WAVE-LENGTH-!!! They never can get enough of that wonderful STUFF - !!!! (Until the SICKENING "AWAKENING!" COME "JUDGMENT DAY!" T8:41-3.) Over HALF of all HOSPITAL BEDS are filled with people who have "EMOTIONAL ILLNESSES!" Put there by the HAL LINDEYSs who give them a COMBINATION of the "LOVE!" that dooms them in "UNENDING TORMENTS IN HELL!" There is only "ONE REMEDY!" It is the "LAST MESSAGE!"
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"""COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" "...it would be VASTLY BETTER to QUESTION the TEACHINGS of PRIESTS and RULERS, than the WORDS FALLING from the LIPS of the WORLD'S REDEEMER...MANY OF OUR MINISTERS FAIL...because they are willing to ACCEPT the OPINIONS of OTHERS in whom they have CONFIDENCE - INSTEAD-OF-SEARCHING-OUT-THE-TRUTH-FOR-THEMSELVES-!!!" RH 2:432. Oct. 14, 1890.

`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````
DID NOT UNDERSTAND "THE CHARACTER!" OF GOD!" BUT WE HAVE NO SUCH EXCUSE AS WE LOOK OUT THE WINDOW TO SEE THE RESULTS OF "LOVE UNLIMITED!"

NO LIMIT - ???

NOW THE CRAZIES GO THAT ONE BETTER - NOW THE "LOVE-PRIESTS!" ASSURE US THE LOVE OF GOD!" IS UNCONDITION-AL!" "NO CONDITIONS - ???

△ △ △ △ △ △ △

{To be continued in a future paper}
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SpirIT OF PROPHECY
BOOK 4

1993 REvised PRICE SCHEDULE FOR BOOKS

SINGLE COPY - $7.00 POSTPAID U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $17.50 POSTPAID U.S.A.

SINGLE COPY - $8.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $20.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.

CASE OF FORTY-EIGHT BOOKS:
$120.00 plus SHIPPING and INSURANCE

ALL PRICES IN U.S. FUNDS

SPECIAL OFFER:
Order Five Cases - Get One FREE!

(Does not include shipping and handling)